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Preface

• Open Source License Statement, page vii

• Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a Service Request, page vii

Open Source License Statement
Cisco Prime Home may contain, in part, certain free and/or open source software ("Open Source") under
separate license terms. Examples of such licenses may include all versions of the GNUGeneral Public License
(GPL), GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), BSD license, MIT license, Mozilla Public License,
Eclipse Public License, Apache license, and others. To find specific information regarding the Open Source
in your product, including copies of the applicable license documentation and related information, go to: (i)
for North America http://www.cisco.com/web/consumer/support/open_source.html, or (ii) for outside North
America http://www.cisco.com/web/consumer/support/open_source.html#international. Once at the site,
search for the product listing and click the related items identified. If you have any questions or problems
accessing any of the links, contact: spvtg-external-opensource-requests@cisco.com.

Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a Service Request
For information on obtaining documentation, using the Cisco Bug Search Tool (BST), submitting a service
request, and gathering additional information, seeWhat's New in Cisco Product Documentation, at: http://
www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/general/whatsnew/whatsnew.html.

Subscribe toWhat's New in Cisco Product Documentation, which lists all new and revised Cisco technical
documentation, as an RSS feed and deliver content directly to your desktop using a reader application. The
RSS feeds are a free service.
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C H A P T E R  1
Introduction to Prime Home

• Introduction to Cisco Prime Home, page 1

• Audience, page 1

Introduction to Cisco Prime Home
Prime Home is a remote management system that provides service providers with the solution they need to
control gateways, set-top boxes and other types of customer premise equipment (CPEs), as well as broadband
voice and video services. Based on a holistic management approach and leveraging standards, Prime Home
delivers extended visibility across the network and enables service providers to manage and control anything
from a single CPE to the entire connected home, to devices at the service level.

Because it is access-network agnostic, Prime Home can be used by service providers regardless of their access
technology. Its modular, flexible design enables service providers to tailor Prime Home to meet their exact
needs. And, as more functionalities and devices are introduced into the home network environment, new
support scenarios are added constantly to ensure that Prime Home meets service providers' ever-evolving
requirements.

Prime Home provides operations staff with a real-time, detailed view of the entire CPE population. Operators
can manage devices on their networks in real time for problem solving and offline for ongoing engineering
activities.

Prime Home's customer support representative (CSR) application provides CSRs with the data and tools
necessary for quickly identifying and resolving problems remotely. These extensive visibility capabilities
reduce support call duration and streamline support call responses. Most problems, including problems that
in the past typically required a technician's visit to the customer's home, can be solved during the initial support
call.

Audience
This User Guide is intended for the CSR , but also covers advanced actions intended for the Prime Home
administrator. Each user should be familiar with the scope of his or her role, in order to find the relevant
information from this manual.

The main service provider users are outlined below, followed by the benefits Prime Home provides them.
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• CSR - Primarily positioned at an analysis standpoint, this user level providesmainly read-only capabilities,
along with a basic set of actions such as booting a device, restoring factory defaults, and so on.

• Technical Helpdesk - As a senior CSR, a user at this level can perform device configuration in order
to resolve problems. This user level provides:

• An intuitive top-down view designed for quick problem resolution.

• Comprehensive information on the subscriber's environment.

• Information organized for quick root cause analysis of problems.

• Operations - The Operations user has the ability to perform configuration of mass devices, as well as
create and view system reports. His or her main goals are on-going maintenance, configuration and faults
investigation, and mass management tasks. This user is usually responsible for running reports and
viewing statistics as well.

• Administration - The Administrative User has all available permissions. This user is capable of
performing system wide configuration of Prime Home.

The Prime Home administrator can "build" the Prime Home GUI using portlets creating a user role that is
associated with a type of user. For example, a user that can only view information in the portal but not change
it, or an administrator that can use the portal to perform advanced actions.
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C H A P T E R  2
Prime Home User Interface

• Logging into Prime Home, page 3

• What's on the Dashboard?, page 4

• Navigate through Prime Home, page 5

• Pull up Customer Details on Screen, page 5

Logging into Prime Home
The following procedure shows you to how to access the Prime Home system.

Procedure

Step 1 Open your browser and enter the Prime Home server's URL.
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The Login screen appears.

Figure 1: Prime Home Login

Step 2 Enter your username and password, and click Sign In. The main Dashboard appears.

What's on the Dashboard?
The Dashboard page is designed as a 'landing page' (i.e. during "idle" mode - when the CSR is not in a support
call). The most recently managed devices are displayed here after you log in. Refer to Search for Multiple
Devices, on page 35

The Dashboard tab includes the following menu options:

• Dashboard - Displays recently managed devices specific for each user that is logged in.

• Search Devices - This screen allows the CSR to search for multiple devices. Refer to Search forMultiple
Devices, on page 35

• Document Library - TheManuals screen provides access to an archive that can hold different document
files. Documents can be stored in this location in different folders and access is managed according to
predefined permissions.
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Customers with a special license have access to a Language portlet on the Dashboard. Clicking on the
relevant flag displays all the UI menus, tabs, fields, error messages, and other strings in the required
language.

Note

Navigate through Prime Home
Prime Home uses highly-sophisticated portal technology for its web-based system. The portal is provided to
the user as a web page on a standard browser, from which a multitude of actions can be performed. The portal
is actually a dynamic framework of portlets, which are functional elements with a graphical representation.
This modular concept enables building a highly-versatile, web-based system, catering to a wide range of
requirements and applications.

Prime Home is divided into tabs - each representing a specific management module. The available tabs are
as follows:

• Dashboard - contains generic portlets that are not bound to a specific customer

• Device View - includes tools for analyzing and resolving customer issues for a single device

• Operations - contains functionalities for working on many devices at a time such as device group
creation, batch operations, and so on (for Operations users only)

• Reports - contains ability to schedule reports and view generated reports

• Administration - includes capabilities such as user management.

• Statistics - displays dashboard that allows users to understand the state of the system at a glance

Each tab contains menu options on the left hand column in the screen.

Pull up Customer Details on Screen
There are several ways to view customer's device information in Prime Home.

• Search field on the top right of the screen. You can either search by household or by device. A household
is composed of several devices (for example, a gateway, an STB, and several IPCs) that sit in one physical
location and are usually identified by a string such as a phone number or a customer name. A device
(gateway or STB) can be identified by various parameters, such as Serial number, MAC address, and
so on.

• Advanced Search link on the top right of the screen. For further information refer to Search for Multiple
Devices, on page 35

• Deep Linking: customers also have the option to go straight to a device or household using a "deep link".

If you want to locate a household comprising several devices - click on the Household View menu option on
the left side of the screen (in addition to each individual device). Clicking on this option provides you with
the following two portlets.

• Household View - Graphical representation of customer's household setup with devices
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• Alerts - List of alerts for all devices

For each individual device - the following portlets are included in the Device View tab in Prime Home:

• Device View - Visual look at customer's device

• Alerts - List of Alerts for device

• Home View - Graphical network map (for Gateways only)

• Quick Actions - Allows you to perform actions such as: Rebooting, Upgrading, Resetting Factory Values

• Device Properties - List of properties include hardware and software versions

• Device Tags - Allows you to add tags (identifying labels) to your device

The device that you search for will be displayed in the RecentlyManaged Devices portlet in the Dashboard
with the Search key that you last used. Next time you log in, you will see the devices that you searched
for displayed here. Note that each user only sees the devices in this portlet that he/she searched for.

Note
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C H A P T E R  3
Viewing Gateway Data

• Device View, page 7

• Home View, page 9

• Alerts, page 9

• Quick Actions , page 9

• Device Properties, page 10

Device View

While every possible effort has been made to ensure accuracy, the following sections of this Guide may
differ slightly from your product, as it is subject to version specifications.

Note

Once a gateway is located using the search box, the Device View screen appears, displaying a comprehensive
view of the gateway's settings. You can also click on the device in the Recently Managed Devices section to
reach this view.

The Device View consists of portlets, which provide an overview of the gateway and its network. Here you
can monitor the gateway's behavior and resolve issues. Visual alerts will be displayed on devices which are
experiencing issues.

The device navigation menu on the left column simplifies browsing through the gateway's different aspects
and features. On the top left of the screen the device is displayed from the front, and (optionally) displays
additional meta data about the device taken from either the provisioning record kept in Prime Home (e.g. PPP
username) or from the device's parameters such as the device's unique identifier (e.g. Serial Number, MAC
address etc.) and other identifying features.
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The specific Device View portlet displays a graphical representation of the rear panel of the gateway, providing
a real-life image of the gateway and its connections. Technical status information such as connection, up time,
and WiFi statuses are presented.

Figure 2: Device View Portlet

Supported connection statuses are:

• Connected - The device responded to a connectivity check initiated by Prime Home and connected
successfully. You can retrieve the current status of the device by clicking the Check Now link.

• Not Connected - The device failed to respond to a connectivity check and did not establish a connection
with Prime Home.

In addition, major device capabilities, such as Firewall, WAN, and Wireless, are represented by icons that
display information on their status and provide a quick glance at alerts that were collected by the device. Click
on an icon to be directed to a screen with further details.
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Firewall is supported for specific device types only.Note

Home View
The Home View portlet displays the home network map - an intuitive graphical representation of the gateway
and its LAN devices and USB or Wireless devices. The gateway is connected to the Internet on its WAN side,
and protects the home network with a firewall on its LAN side. If the firewall level is Low or High, an alert
is displayed.

A number displayed next to the LAN connection type icon represents the number of currently connected
devices of this type. Click the LAN connection type icon to view its underlying devices. You can then click
a device to be directed to the LAN Hosts portlet and view more details.

Alerts
The Alerts portlet displays current issues detected on the device and can inform you of problems that exist.
For example, if a customer calls to report a problem with his/her WiFi, and you pull up their customer details,
you might see an alert saying "All wireless networks are disabled" which would explain this customer's specific
issue. This can significantly reduce the length of the support call.

Clicking the Refresh icon starts a recalculation of the current alert status, based on fresh parameter values
from the device. Different categories of alerts are available, including security, WAN, wireless and stability
alerts.

Quick Actions
The Quick Actions portlet provides links for remotely executing common gateway operations. Clicking an
action link presents a confirmation dialog-box prompting you to confirm the execution.

Examples of Quick Actions include the following:

DescriptionAction

Reboots the device.Reboot

Remotely upgrades the device's firmware based on a predefined list.Firmware Upgrade

Restores the device's configuration settings to factory defaults. User records
are erased.

Factory Reset

Restores the device's configuration settings to factory defaults. Wireless
settings remain as is.

Factory Reset Retaining
Wireless Configuration

Allows admin to block a device that may be causing problemsBlock /Unblock Device

Applies configuration values (either predefined or from specific
Configuration Set) to the specific device.

Apply Configuration
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The availability of the above operations is subject to the following:Note

• CSR's permission level: for example a basic level CSR might only have the options to reboot the
device and to reset its factory settings.

• Device compliancy

• Customer specific actions

The Prime Home operations user can add new Quick Actions via theWorkflow Templates screen

Device Properties
The Device Properties portlet provides essential, general-purpose information on the device such as device
type, software version, and so on. The parameters displayed change according to device and customer
specifications. This portlet is especially useful in high variance environments where multiple device types
and multiple versions are managed.
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C H A P T E R  4
Configuring and Troubleshooting Gateways

• Configure WiFi Settings, page 12

• Check Connectivity of End-User's Devices, page 13

• Check Upload and Download Speeds, page 14

• Monitor Bandwidth Utilization, page 14

• Set QoS Profiles, page 15

• Change Firewall Security Levels, page 16

• Create Port Forwarding Rule, page 17

• Configure UPnP, page 18

• Apply Tags to Devices, page 18

• View Log Entries, page 18

• View Cable Modem Channels, page 19

• Help End-User with SCR Navigation, page 19

• Quick Guide to Troubleshooting Gateways, page 20
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Configure WiFi Settings
The Device View >Wireless Settings portlet provides information on the gateway's wireless settings, and
the ability to change them remotely. Any issues will be represented by warning icons. Make sure to click the
Retrieve icon on the top right of the screen to get the latest information.

Figure 3: Wireless Settings Portlet

If customers complain that there is no WiFi, the current channel might be saturated and it can be changed
here. Refer to Check and Change Wireless Channels for more information on viewing channel saturation.

In addition, clicking on the Network SSID allows you to edit the following fields:

• Network SSID - Name of your WiFi domain

• 802.11 Standard - depending on the hardware, there is a choice of a, ac, b, g and n

• Enable Wireless - Enables or disables wireless

• SSID Advertisement - When enabled, broadcasts your domain to public use
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Some of the above fields may be read-only depending on the customization setup.Note

Editable Wireless Security fields are detailed in the table below.

DescriptionValuesField

Select this option to disable security on your wireless
connection. Any wireless client in your area will then be
able to connect to the Internet using your connection's
bandwidth.

NoneSecurity Mode

A data encryption method utilizing a statically defined key
as the wireless password (for supporting device types).

WEP

A data encryption method for 802.11 wireless LANs.WPA

An enhanced version of WPA that defines the 802.11i
protocol

WPA2

A mixed data encryption method that utilizes both WPA
and WPA2. The configuration of this encryption method
is identical to that of WPA2 as described above.

WPA and WPA2

Password has character limit of 64 characters.free stringPassword

You can choose to specifically allow or deny devices
access to WiFi.

Off, Allow, DenyMac Address Filtering

Can add several Mac addresses if allowed in the field
above.

free stringMac Addresses

Check Connectivity of End-User's Devices
In order to check connectivity to LAN hosts, you can perform a ping. You can only ping a connected host or
a home/guest host (and not a public host). Note that hosts that are connected over WiFi display the WiFi
strength of the connection in the Wireless icon.

This feature is applicable for supporting Routers only (TR-143 compliant).Note

Procedure

Step 1 Navigate to Device View > LAN Hosts portlet under the required gateway.
Step 2 Click the Ping icon for the required host. The Interface will let you know whether the ping is successful or

not.
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What to Do Next

If the ping is unsuccessful, have the customer check the physical connection of the device or other device
configurations.

If the ping is successful but the problem persists, consider using other diagnostic tools.

Check Upload and Download Speeds
You can initiate a throughput test that measures the upload and download speeds of the selected device and
its latency. The speed test can be performed on all TR-143-compliant routers.

Depending on the device, you can choose the WAN interface (3G or Ethernet) for performing the speed test.

Procedure

In the Device View > Speed Test portlet, choose the WAN interface you want to test from the drop-down
list (if applicable), then click Start Test.

The interface list only appears for supporting
devices.

Note

Prime Home saves the speed test data and allows you to view the history of measurements for speed tests
performed on the device over time for comparative purposes. You can view the speed test history as either a
log or a graph. You can also filter the results by time or by Prime Home user.

Monitor Bandwidth Utilization
TheDevice View > Bandwidth Utilization portlet shows which devices (on the left of the screen) and which
applications (on the right of the screen) are consuming the most bandwidth - both upstream and downstream.
The data is captured in real time; sampling begins when Prime Home searches the device and ends several
minutes after that. This information is displayed visually in pie chart form.

Procedure

Step 1 Place your cursor on an individual "slice" of the pie chart. This will display information on the device or
application and the bandwidth each one is using.

Step 2 Click on each slice to drill down and display a bar chart that shows both the download and upload of this
particular device or application.

What to Do Next

If you see that a particular host or application is consuming too much bandwidth, then you can ask the customer
to turn off that host if it's not needed, or to kill the particular application.

This information is relevant for supporting devices only.Note
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Set QoS Profiles
This feature allows the CSR to respond to support calls complaining of slow Internet and service degradation,
by resetting priority and QoS rules on the gateway. As a prerequisite, the CSR can find out from the subscriber
what their needs are, and then set a QoS profile accordingly. For example, a subscriber might be a telecommuter
and need greater bandwidth accorded to their VPN settings.

QoS profiles can be set for each household. In addition, after a QoS profile is set, specific devices within that
household can then be boosted to have higher priority or downgraded to have lower priority according to your
customer's needs.

• Per houseQoS – set of QoS profiles that can be applied on all upstream or downstream traffic regardless
of the LAN device that generates or receives it. These profiles define priority between the different
applications or services. For example, a profile can contain rules that grant higher priority to streaming
videos.

• Per host QoS – providing a specific LAN device with higher or lower priority for traffic over other
LAN devices. This may be useful for example if you want to give more bandwidth to one computer used
for watching OTT (such as movies via an entertainment company). This can be carried out on the LAN
Hosts page. Note that the device can have a QoS applied to it only after a QoS profile has been set for
the house.

Users with Operations level permissions and higher can create new QoS profiles. These profiles can be set
from the Operations > QoS Profiles portlet.

This feature is only relevant for certain gateways.Note

Set QoS Profile per Gateway
The CSR can choose one QoS profile from a list of predefined profiles for each gateway via the Device View
>Quality of Service portlet. These profiles define priority between the different applications or services. The
profile that you choose is applied to all upstream or downstream traffic regardless of the LAN device that
generates or receives it.

For example, you can choose a Home User profile that grants priority to VPN traffic over HTTP browsing
which would be useful for telecommuters. This gives priority to any device on which the home worker uses
their VPN login.

Set QoS per Host
QoS can be set per host in the LAN Hosts portlet. It can only be set once a QoS profile has been set per
household. Prime Home uses background algorithms and checks to quantify the bandwidth amount that is
dedicated to each host for three different QoS strengths (High/Low/Medium. Note that there are pre-defined
QoS rules that always prioritize quality on real-time services such as voice and video - regardless of QoS
changes made at the host level.
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Procedure

Step 1 In theDevice View > LANHosts portlet, locate the Host on which you want to boost or reduce its bandwidth.
Step 2 Move the QoS button to High/Low/Medium according to your needs.
Step 3 Click Save.

Manage QoS Profiles for Prime Home
Users with Operations level permissions and higher can create new QoS profiles which can be subsequently
used for Prime Home devices. The QoS profiles are listed in the Operations > QOS Profiles portlet. For
each profile, the Prime Home user can do the following:

• Edit the profile - includes adding or deleting rules, changing the default priority, and the ability to make
it temporarily inactive.

• Clone the profile - allows you to define a new profile based on existing rules.

• Calculate the number of devices using this QoS profile. The number appears as a clickable link under
the Devices column in this portlet. Clicking on it leads you to the DeviceManagement portlet. For further
information, see Search for Multiple Devices, on page 35

• Delete the profile.

Procedure

Step 1 In the Operations > QOS Profiles portlet, click the plus icon on the top right.
Step 2 In the Add Profile screen, fill out the fields; click the Add Rule sign.
Step 3 Fill out the required fields by choosing a service from the drop-down list. If it's a User-Defined service, then

fill in the corresponding fields. You can add as many rules as needed to the profile.
Step 4 Click Save. The new Profile appears in the Quality Service portlet under the individual device.

Change Firewall Security Levels
The Device View > Firewall portlet enables you to set the firewall's level of security for the gateway. The
following levels can be set.

Requests Originating in the LAN (Outgoing
Traffic)

Requests Originating in the WAN (Incoming
Traffic)

Security Level

Unrestricted: All services are permitted,
except as configured in the Access Control
screen.

Blocked: No access to home network from
Internet, except as configured in the Port
Forwarding, DMZ host and Remote Access
screens.

Typical Security
(Default)
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Requests Originating in the LAN (Outgoing
Traffic)

Requests Originating in the WAN (Incoming
Traffic)

Security Level

Limited: Only commonly-used services,
such as Web-browsing and e-mail, are
permitted.

Blocked: No access to home network from
Internet, except as configured in the Port
Forwarding, DMZ host and Remote Access
screens.

Maximum
Security

Unrestricted: All services are permitted,
except as configured in the Access Control
screen.

Unrestricted: Permits full access from
Internet to home network; all connection
attempts permitted.

Minimum
Security

Create Port Forwarding Rule
Port Forwarding is a gateway feature that enables exposing the device to the Internet in certain limited and
controlled ways. The Port Forwarding feature enables you to define applications for the end-user (for example,
Peer-to-Peer, game, voice, or chat programs). In addition, you can configure Port Forwarding to allow external
access to specific servers running on the end-user network.

Procedure

Step 1 In the Port Forwarding portlet, click theAdd Rule icon on the top right of the page. The Add Port Forwarding
Rule screen appears.

Step 2 Select the Enable check box to enable the rule. Unchecking this check box allows you to temporarily disable
the rule at any time without having to delete it from the Port Forwarding screen.

Step 3 Select the required Service from the drop-down list. You will see that many services and applications are
pre-configured in Prime Home. If the service you need does not appear in the drop-down list, you will need
to define it as follows:
a) Select User-Defined Service.
b) Add Service Name. (For example, Skype.)
c) Select the protocol that this service requires.
d) In the Port field, write the incoming gateway port.
e) In the Forward to Host section, select a host from the drop-down list. The drop-down list displays all

available LAN computers. Make sure to select the device that provides access to the Service you selected
above. In the same section, you can decide whether to locate the device by host name or by IP address.
(This is a matter of personal preference.)

f) In the Forward to Port section, you can either choose the same port as the incoming port option, or you
can choose another port on your host device.

Step 4 Click Save. The rule is added to the Port Forwarding screen.
Administration users can update the list of pre-defined services inAdministration > Port Mapping
Services.

Note
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Configure UPnP
Universal Plug-and-Play (UPnP) is a networking technology that provides compatibility among networking
equipment, software, and peripherals.

Any UPnP-enabled LAN device can dynamically join the end-user's network, obtain an IP address, and
exchange information about its capabilities and those of other devices on their home network. When the
end-user connects a PC or any other UPnP enabled device (for example, a media streamer, digital picture
frame, and so on.) to the device, it is added to the local network.

The following options are available:

DescriptionField

Selecting this check-box enables the UPnP feature. This will allow you to
define local services on any of the devices, and to make the services available
to computers on the Internet.

Allow network devices to
automatically configure
UPNP services

When this check box is selected, the gateway periodically checks the
availability of the LAN computers that have been configured to provide the
local services. If such a LAN computer is disconnected, the gateway removes
the port forwarding rule that enables access to the corresponding local service.

Enable automatic cleanup
of old unused UPnP
services

This feature is applicable for supporting gateways only.Note

Apply Tags to Devices
The tags section enables CSRs to further classify devices according to tags. Tags must be defined at the NBI
initially or in the Operations/Tags portlet. For further information, see Create Device Tags, on page 50.

Procedure

Step 1 In the Device View tab, under the Device Tags portlet, clickManage.
Step 2 From the list of available tags, move the tag(s) that you require to the associated tags right pane. (Note that

you will not necessarily see every available tag for the device you are working on.
Step 3 Click Apply. The tag(s) appears in the Tag section for future reference.

View Log Entries
The Activity Log portlet provides a list of events in several categories. Each event is displayed as an entry,
and includes various parameters such as a description of the event, the time of occurrence, and so on. This
log collects various events reported by a device, as well as actions performed on it by the CSR, the end-user,
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and automated Prime Home or device processes. This tool helps in identifying whether an event performed
on the device is the cause of the problem that the subscriber experiences.

Note that the 'Search In' tool provides an easy method of viewing specific events. You can choose to view
log events according to a specific entry parameter, and then display only entries that have a specific value of
this parameter. For example, in the Search In box select the '!' parameter. The portlet refreshes, providing
check boxes with this parameter's available statuses. Select the 'Success' check box and click 'Find'. The portlet
refreshes again, displaying only log entries with a success status.

In addition, each entry ends with a 'more...' link, which, when highlighted, provides additional information
such as the full event name and the TR-069 parameter name and value. Position your cursor over the "more.."
link to display this information.

If you are tracking events in real time, note that it may take up to a minute for an event to appear in this portlet.
For example, if a device restarts, it may take time to see the corresponding entry in the log. However, the
event's timestamp will be accurate.

In order to maintain system performance, log events that are older than a pre-configured period are deleted.Note

View Cable Modem Channels
The DOCSIS Modem portlet allows the CSR to view the current Cable Modem upstream or downstream
channels with their respective monitoring data, and identify potential problems.

The DOCSIS Modem portlet is for supporting gateways only.Note

Help End-User with SCR Navigation
The Troubleshooting portlet provides a structured view of all the Support Cost Reduction (SCR) screens that
may appear to the user when problems are intercepted. This helps immensely when assisting the user on the
phone as you can navigate through the SCR's screens and guide the user to the problem's resolution.

The 'Interception Name' drop-down menu enables you to select a specific SCR to view. You can then either
use the provided navigation arrows to proceed with the SCR wizard, screen after screen, or use the second
drop-down menu provided to 'jump' straight to the desired screen of the SCR. The SCR screen varies with
each device type.

This feature is applicable for supporting Routers only.Note
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Quick Guide to Troubleshooting Gateways
Prime Home FixPrime Home

Alert
Possible CausesCustomer Complaint

If gateway is down, have customer
check physical connection.
Otherwise, navigate to Device
View >Wireless and check and
edit settings such as wireless
credentials, wireless channel,
wireless standard, security mode,
statistics, etc

Device
Unreachable

Gateway is down

WAN Interface is down

No Internet Connectivity

If low SNR, send technician.

If LAN Connectivity issues, then
navigate to Device View > Home
View and check each LAN Host
for warning icons and drill down
to LAN Hosts screen to check
connectivity and IP address. If
ping is unsuccessful, ask customer
to check cable or plug, etc.

Low SNRNoisy Line

LAN Connectivity
problems

Slow Internet and / or
WAN disconnections

Navigate to Speed Test portlet and
perform speed test to discover
where problem resides.

Navigate to Monitor Bandwidth
Utilization, on page 14 see what
device or application is using too
much bandwidth and then shut
down that host or application.

If step two does not work, then
you can customize bandwidth for
one device or for an entire home.
Refer to Set QoS Profiles, on page
15 for more information.

Bandwidth issuesSlow Internet (Wired)

If there are frequent reboots then
navigate to Device View >Quick
Actions and select Factory Reset
/Factory Reset Retain Wireless

Stability IssuesPower outages, Device
Version issue, Device
stability issue, Frequent
reboots

WAN disconnections /
unstable connectivity

Navigate to Device View >
Wireless Saturation and choose
a different channel

Low Wireless
Signal Strength

Wireless Signal IssueSlow Internet and
disconnections (WiFi)
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Prime Home FixPrime Home
Alert

Possible CausesCustomer Complaint

Navigate to Device View >
Wireless and check and edit
settings such as wireless
credentials, wireless channel,
wireless standard, security mode,
statistics, etc

Various wireless
alerts (e.g.
wireless status,
MAC filtering,
no advertisement,
low security
mode, etc.)

Incorrect wireless
configuration (SSIDs
might be disabled
following a restart or
power failure. MAC
filtering incorrectly
configured)

Wireless service is
disabled due to
provisioning failure or no
WiFi service enabled in
UPM

Can't connect to Wireless
Network

Navigate to Device View >
Firewall and change security
settings

Security level is
too high

Firewall configurationSome applications do not
work properly

First, navigate to Device View >
Device Properties > and check
the Software Version. Next,
navigate to Device View >Quick
Actions and select Firmware
Upgrade.

N/ACustomer has previous
software version

Known issues relevant to
old software version

Navigate toDevice View >Quick
Actions and select Factory Reset
/Factory Reset Retain Wireless.

N/AIncorrect configuration /
provisioning failures

Service malfunctioning
(e.g. Internet access
interruptions)

Navigate to Device View > Port
Forwarding and either create or
edit an existing Port Forwarding
Rule. Check the UPnP settings if
the customer is unable to share
data.

N/AN/ACustomer complains of
long download times or
unable to share with other
computers

Navigate to Device View >
Troubleshooting > and help the
customer through the screens.

N/AN/ACustomer asks for help
with SCR screens
(OpenRG Gateway
Device only)
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C H A P T E R  5
Viewing Set-Top Box Data

• Device View, page 23

• Alerts, page 24

• Device Properties, page 24

• Quick Actions, page 24

• View Log Entries, page 25

• Monitor STB Connectivity, page 26

Device View

While every possible effort has been made to ensure accuracy, the following information may differ
slightly from that of your product, as it is subject to version specifications.

Note

When a set-top box is located, the Device View screen appears, displaying a comprehensive view of the
device's settings.

The Device View consists of portlets, which provide an overview of the set-top box (STB) and its network.
Here you can monitor the STB's performance and resolve issues. The device navigation menu on the left
column simplifies browsing through the gateway's different aspects and features. On the top left of the screen
- the device's unique identifier (e.g. Serial Number, MAC address etc.) and other identifying features are
displayed.

The specific Device View portlet displays a graphical representation of the rear panel of the STB, providing
an immediate image of the device and its connections. Technical status information such as connection, up
time, and WiFi statuses are presented.

Supported connection statuses are:

• Connected - The device responded to a connectivity check initiated by Prime Home and connected
successfully. You can retrieve the current status of the device by clicking the "Refresh Status" link.

• Not Connected - The device failed to respond to a connectivity check and did not establish a connection
with Prime Home.
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In addition, icons of the major components provide a quick glance at alerts that were collected by the device.
These icons can be clicked to navigate to their components' respective screens in order to further explore the
support issue.

DescriptionIcon

Displays information on the tuner.Tuners

Displays the disk's temperature and space usage.Hard Disk

Indicates whether there were any connectivity problems in the last 24 hours.Connectivity

Displays information on the status of the HDMI connection according to the
following options:
If the HDMI is off or no TV is connected - indicates that HDMI is off or not
available

If HDMI is on and a TV is connected - displays the TV model and its resolution

If there is an HDMI alert - displays the error message below the TV model

HDMI

Displays error messageError Message

Displays warning icons when relevantVOD/PVR/OSD

Alerts
The Alerts portlet notifies you about current issues detected on the device. Clicking the action icon engages
a recalculation of the current alert status, based on fresh parameter values from the device. Different categories
of alerts are available, including Category, and Action alerts.

Device Properties
The Device Properties portlet provides essential, general-purpose information on the device such as device
type, software version, and so on. This portlet is especially useful in high variance environments where multiple
device types and multiple versions are managed.

Quick Actions
The Quick Actions STB portlet provides links for executing various operations that can be used to resolve
performance problems.

The available operations are listed in the following table:

DescriptionName

Reboots the device.Reboot

Formats the device's hard disk. Settings and data are erased.Format Disk
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DescriptionName

Enables or disables debug log collection from the CPE's side. Note that the Operations
User needs to set a Batch operation to collect debug logs from all STBs. While
setting this Batch operation, the Operations User also needs to define the Debug
Log Upload URL. This feature is relevant for supporting STBs only.

Enable Debug Log

Restores the device's configuration settings to factory defaults. User records are
erased.

Factory Reset

Restores the device's configuration settings to factory defaults. User's DVR records
remain in the system.

Factory Reset
Retaining Records

Resets STB to Personalization Store default values. User records are erased.Reset to Default
Values

Resets STB to Personalization Store default values. User's DVR records remain in
the system.

Reset to Default
Retain Records

Triggers the provisioning workflow for a specific STB (UPM)Provision Device

Reboots the device and at the same time uploads the log files to a pre-defined server.
This is useful for troubleshooting.

Bootlog

The availability of the Quick Actions is subject to the following:Note

• CSR's permission level: for example a basic level CSR might only have the options to reboot the
device and to reset its factory settings.

• Device compliancy

• Customer specific device

View Log Entries
The Activity Log portlet provides a list of events in several categories. Each event is displayed as an entry,
and includes various parameters such as a description of the event, the time of occurrence, and so on. This
log collects various events reported by a device, as well as actions performed on it by the CSR, the end-user,
and automated Prime Home or device processes. This tool helps in identifying whether an event performed
on the device is the cause of the problem that the subscriber experiences.

Note that the 'Search In' tool provides an easy method of viewing specific events. You can choose to view
log events according to a specific entry parameter, and then display only entries that have a specific value of
this parameter. For example, in the Search In box select the '!' parameter. The portlet refreshes, providing
check boxes with this parameter's available statuses. Select the 'Success' check box and click 'Find'. The portlet
refreshes again, displaying only log entries with a success status.

In addition, each entry ends with a 'more...' link, which, when highlighted, provides additional information
such as the full event name and the TR-069 parameter name and value. Position your cursor over the "more.."
link to display this information.
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If you are tracking events in real time, note that it may take up to a minute for an event to appear in this portlet.
For example, if a device restarts, it may take time to see the corresponding entry in the log. However, the
event's timestamp will be accurate.

In order to maintain system performance, log events that are older than a pre-configured period are deleted.Note

Monitor STB Connectivity
TheDevice View >Connectivity portlet provides in-depth information on the device connection parameters.
It consists of three areas:

• Home Network - This tab provides data associated with the WiFi parameters of the device. The device
can act either as a WiFi access point or as a wireless station (connected to another WiFi access point),
or both, to provide a wireless network to clients.

• LAN Device - Intended for a high-level CSR, this section provides information on the device's LAN
connection to the router that provides its Internet connectivity.

• Head-End Services - This tab provides the connection status of the device to each one of the head-end
servers. If an attempt at a connection was made and had failed, then the last connection failure time for
that server is displayed. If the failure occurred during cross-device connection failure to the same server,
then a positive indication is displayed.
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C H A P T E R  6
Configuring and Troubleshooting Set-Top Boxes

• Diagnose RF Tuner Issues, page 27

• Protect End-User Privacy, page 29

• View Video Recordings, page 30

• View VOD Programs, page 30

• View PDL Programs, page 30

• View Hard Disk Information, page 30

• Configure AMS Sample Settings, page 31

• Diagnose Customer's Error Messages, page 31

• Configure STB and IPC Settings, page 31

• Quick Guide to Troubleshooting Set-Top Boxes, page 32

Diagnose RF Tuner Issues
The Device View > RF Tuners portlet displays RF Signal data and provide the tools to troubleshoot signal
problems. Here, you can gain a broad, but accurate, view of the current RF tuners' statuses and identify the
root cause of problems associated with tuning, frequency, or errors. In the History section, the tuners are
sampled every half an hour and when the subscriber changes TV channel.
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The RF Tuners Overview displays the tuners in real-time with signal strength, quality and frequency for those
tuners that are locked into signals. Numbers displayed in red show that they are either below or above the
required threshold.

Figure 4: RF Tuners

The column heading Channel refers to a specific channel translated from the equivalent frequency. In
devices that do not support this feature, the column heading is displayed as Frequency.

Note

DescriptionColumn Name

Tuner numberTuner

Represents a tuner:

in a 'locked' state (i.e. locked into a fixed signal)

not in use

in 'unlocked' status

with error status

Status

Measured in dBm / dBuV/ dBmV (displayed when Tuner status is locked)Strength

Measured in bit error rate of the tuned signal, in errors per 10^-9 bits (displayed when
Tuner status is locked)

Quality

Displayed for supporting satellite devices only. Shows Vertical-Low (VL),
Vertical-High (VH), Horizontal-Low (HL), Horizontal-High (HH)

Quadrant
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DescriptionColumn Name

QAM modulation schemaModulation

Network identifying numbers/Transport Stream identifying numbersNetwork ID/TSID

The Tuners section represents the ratio of failures to total samples for each tuner. These samples are taken
every 30 minutes and/or when the TV channel is changed over a period of three weeks maximum (or however
long is displayed in the History section of this portlet). Clicking on an individual tuner takes you to a graphical
representation of the results as shown in the History tab.

The Channel section (may be displayed as Frequency) displays the total percentage of RF Tuning failures
from highest to lowest according to the Frequency (Channel). Frequencies with ten or less samples are not
included in this list. Clicking on an individual channel takes you to a graphical representation of the results
as shown in the History tab.

History tab

DescriptionScreen Name

This screen displays the signal strength and quality for each tuner, plotted in a linear
progression over a three week period. The legend at the side shows you the color code
for each tuner and also enables you to filter the results per tuner. The search box at
the top enables you to filter the results according to specific items either in Time,
Tuner, or Frequency (Channel).

Tuners

This screen displays the amount of errors or successes in the samples taken for each
frequency (channel).

Frequency

This screen displays an in-depth view of the tuner and frequency statistics, breaking
errors down into four areas: Strength/Quality/Unlocked/Error. It also gives a total error
count at the end. Note that a failure might include errors frommore than one category.

Statistics

This screen displays RF signal strength and signal quality historical trend for each
quadrant (VL, VH, HL, HH). Displayed for supporting satellite devices only.

Quadrant

Protect End-User Privacy
There are several ways for customers to retain privacy over their viewing habits and not allow Prime Home
to collect their data. This can be configured for the DVR, VOD, and PDL portlets.

• Customers who have selected "Opt-Out" status do not have their information shared in the portlet and
the Retrieve icon is disabled.

• Certain columns in the portlet can either be removed entirely or have the word "restricted" written in
place of actual data.

• If the Privacy mode is set accordingly, then after the CSR clicks the Retrieve icon, Prime Home displays
a pop-up box asking for confirmation that the customer has consented to share this information. If not,
then the data is not displayed.
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For more information on Privacy Management, please contact your Account Manager.

View Video Recordings
The Device View > DVR portlet displays a log of video recordings by the STB.

There are three tabs: Failed, Partial or Successful recording. Each failed or partial recording is presented with
a reason for the failure. Failed and Partial Recordings provide Channel name and number, the name of the
TV show or movie, scheduled start time and the reason it failed. Successful Recordings provide Channel name
and number, name of TV show or movie, actual start time and the amount of memory it takes up in the hard
disk.

View VOD Programs
The Video on Demand (VOD) portlet allows you to see a list of TV programs that the customer watched or
ordered over the last three weeks and any errors that may have occurred and some possible causes. The Last
Sessions area displays the sessions with detailed lists of parameters to help you troubleshoot problems.

The Statistics area shows a graphical representation of successes and failures. One graph represents a sampling
of the last 24 hours and one graph represents all the sessions displayed in the Last Sessions.

Supporting STBs will also display Adaptive Bitrate (ABR) statistics.

View PDL Programs
The Progressive Download (PDL) portlet allows the CSR to view the latest list of progressive download assets,
(movies or shows, that the end-user has downloaded).

The portlet shows both the properties of each downloaded program, and the Adaptive Bitrate (ABR) statistics
of each download (throughput, bitrate, and so on). If an error is detected during the asset download (for
example, file size is different than expected), an error indication is shown to the CSR. Hovering over the
indication icon displays the list of errors. Using the Search in field, the CSR can also filter the sessions shown
in the portlet according to asset title, status, and start time.

View Hard Disk Information
The Device View > Hard Disk portlet provides information on the hard drives attached to the device.

The Overview screen displays the amount of GB used and the amount left free. Additional information includes
disk Properties, such as manufacturer, model, serial number, and total capacity, and Status: Spinning, Standby,
Sleep, or Error, temperature and usage.

The Quick Actions portlet appears on the right of this screen allowing you to format the disk, if required.

The Temperature tab displays a graph that plots Hard Disk's temperature over a configurable time period.
Below the graph are various statistics such as the average temperature over the time period, and so on.
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Configure AMS Sample Settings
AMS sampling allows the Set-Top Box to collect statistics and information about an end-user's viewing habits.
The AMS sample is a profile, that defines for the AMS client on the STB, how to collect the information,
which information to collect and when to upload it to the server.

Once an AMS sample has been defined via the Operations > AMS Samples portlet, the CSR can attach an
AMS sample to an STB in the device's AMS portlet.

Diagnose Customer's Error Messages
The Device View > Error Message portlet displays a list of all the error messages (OSD) that have been
displayed to the customer on his/her EPG.

This portlet provides you with the following capabilities:

• You can select the language for the error messages to be displayed to the CSR.

• You can click Expand to drill down to the root cause of the problem and see a recommendation from
Prime Home as to how to proceed.

Configure STB and IPC Settings
The Settings menu option provides portlets for configuring different types of device settings. Each parameter
shows Current Value, Previous Value and Default Value. If the current value is different from the default,
then the entire row appears in orange. If the settings have been changed in the last 24 hours, an alert is generated.

The following portlets are available:

Audio/Video AV Settings

Allows you to view and modify the audio and video related settings, which the customer can change
via the Electronic Program Guide (EPG).

DVR Settings

Allows you to view and modify basic settings, such as the guard time duration (start recording earlier
than published program time and finish recording later, in order not to miss the beginning and end of
the program), managing disk space, and booking a series to record.

User Settings

Allows you to view and modify the user profile-specific settings which the customer can change via
the EPG. These settings include Subtitles, EPG preferences, Startup and Standby, andGeneral parameters.
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Quick Guide to Troubleshooting Set-Top Boxes
Prime Home FixPrime Home AlertPossible CausesCustomer Complaint

For the first two causes,
navigate to Device View
> Quick Actions and
select Factory Reset /
Factory Reset Retain
Wireless / Reboot
For RF Tuner issues,
navigate to Device View
> RF Tuners

Various alerts including
HDMI error, HDCP error,
Incompatible TV, RF
Tuner signals

HDMI Connection Error

HDCP Authorization
Error

Incompatible TV model

RF Tuner Locking Error

RF Signal Issues

No video on TV

Navigate to Device View
> RF Tuners and check
Tuner status, strength and
quality. In addition, check
the History tab.

RF Tuners Signal IssueRF Tuners issueVideo / audio distortion

Macro blocking

Navigate to Device View
> Hard Disk and check
Hard Disk Status and /or
Temperature

Alerts include HDD
errors, High Temperature,
Disk Space Usage

Hard disk malfunction
that leads to Excessive
read / write errors

High HDD Temperature
(due to HDDmalfunction
or cooling issues)

No free space

Recording failures

Distorted DVR playback

Navigate to Device View
> Error Messages and
check cause and follow
recommendations for fix

OSD AlertVOD Session issuesError message on the TV
screen

Navigate to Device View
> VOD and check list of
VOD sessions with error
indication (e.g. tuning
errors, setup errors, etc)

VOD AlertVOD Session issuesCustomer unable to watch
recorded program

Navigate to Device View
> User Settings / AV
Settings > and check
settings and change as
required

N/AWrong configuration of
User / AV settings (e.g.
menu language, subtitles
, etc.)

Customer has wrong
language or no subtitles

Navigate to Device View
> Quick Actions and
select Factory Reset /
Factory Reset Retain
Wireless / Reboot

N/AUndetermined hardware
failure

WAN connection is down

Customer experiences
general STB faults - such
as being unable to change
channel or picture freezes
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C H A P T E R  7
Operations and Monitoring

• Search for Multiple Devices, page 35

• Define Configuration Files and Firmware Images, page 37

• Create Groups , page 38

• Create Workflow Templates, page 41

• What are Configuration Sets?, page 42

• Create Batch Processes, page 45

• How To Label Devices for Easy Identification, page 50

• How to Back up, Restore, and Clone, page 51

• Detect Problems across Several Devices (Cross-Device Alerts), page 52

• View Device Statistics, page 53

• View Device Operations , page 53

• View Software Releases, page 53

• Configure TR-069 Parameters (Gateway and STB), page 54

• Define AMS Samples (STB), page 54

Search for Multiple Devices
You can search for multiple devices using various fields, operators, and other filters to get the results that are
relevant for your needs. The feature can be accessed by CSRs via the Advanced Search link on the top right
of the screen which opens up the Search Devices portlet.
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Prime Home Operations users can search for multiple devices via the Operations > Device Management
portlet and have the additional abilities to create dynamic or static groups, add or remove tags to groups, and
export or import edited group information.

Figure 5: Device Management Portlet

Procedure

Step 1 Place your cursor in the Query search field and click either the Space bar or the down arrow to display a
drop-down list of potential search keys.

Click on the Help icon to display a full list of search keys, operators and other values together
with helpful examples.

Note

Step 2 Choose a category from the drop-down list.
Step 3 Next, click on the Space bar or the down arrow and choose an Operator from the drop-down list. The Operator

drop-down list displays different values according to the category you chose in Step 2.
Step 4 Choose the value from a drop-down list or add in the required value as free text. For example, if you have

selected the FROM operator, use the Space bar or down arrow to give you date options; then, select the TO
operator followed by another date option. Note that you can use the Clear button to delete information in the
Query field.

Step 5 Click Find. The Search Results are displayed below. Click on a device in the CPE ID column to open the
Device View for that specific device.
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Save your searches
In the Device Management portlet, the History tab on the right displays a history of the last search terms that
you used. Favorites are a list of bookmarked searches. You can click on a history search or a favorite search
and then click Find to see the results.

Procedure

Step 1 In the History tab which shows previous Searches, click on the star on the right of the Search term. A dialog
box opens.

Step 2 Add in a suitable name and description for this Search and click Apply. The search is now bookmarked.
Administrators have the option to create Favorites for other Users in Prime Home by clicking the Shared
option.

Step 3 Click on Favorites to see the saved Search. It can be edited or deleted or run (using Find) at a later date.

Import and Export device information
You can choose to export a csv file of devices from the Search results and use it for analytical or reporting
purposes. Alternatively, you can choose to import a csv file of devices from an external system and search
through them or group them accordingly. The Export and Import icons are located on the right hand side of
the Search Results in the Device Management portlet.

Block "Chatty" Devices
You can choose to block selected devices that are creating too much "noise" in the network. This option is
located in the Actions icon on the right hand side of the Search Results in the Device Management portlet.

Define Configuration Files and Firmware Images
You can define firmware images or configuration files so that you can then download them to your install
base.

Procedure

Step 1 In the Operations > File Management portlet, click Create. The File Download Management window
appears.

Step 2 Set the required parameters, ensuring that you specify the correct URL for the location of the firmware image.
Step 3 Click OK.
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Define New File Types
Operators can define new TR-069 file types as needed within Prime Home. Operators can then use these file
types when creating new firmware images or configuration files in theOperations > FileManagement portlet
to download to their install base.

Procedure

Step 1 In the Operations > File Management > File Types portlet, click the plus icon.
Step 2 In the New File Type window, enter a name, TR-069 file type and an optional description. According to the

TR069 standard, valid file types and their exact definition are:

• 1 Firmware Upgrade Image

• 2 Web Content

• 3 Vendor Configuration File

• 4 Tone File

• 5 Ringer File

• Any vendor-specific file type that conforms to the format "X <VENDOR> <Vendor-specific identifier>"

Step 3 Click Save.

What to Do Next

It is recommended after you add, delete, or update a file type that you check the File Type drop-down list in
the File Download Management window to make sure it has been updated.

Create Groups
You can create groups either in the Device Management portlet or in the Groups portlet.

Creating groups based on TR-069 parameters can only be carried out via the Groups Portlet.Note

You can create two types of groups in the Device Management portlet - dynamic and static. Dynamic groups
are groups of devices that share the same criteria. The group is considered dynamic since any device which
no longer fills the criteria will not be considered as part of this group; conversely, any device that meets the
criteria at a future time will be considered as part of the group.

Static groups are a list of devices that are manually added and which do not necessarily fit any specific criteria.
Devices can also be deleted at any time from static groups.

There is also the option to tag groups in this portlet. Refer to Create Device Tags, on page 50 and to
Add/Remove Tags to Multiple Devices, on page 51
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In the Search Results, click "Select all devices" to select all the devices listed on multiple pages. To select
only those devices listed on the page on the screen, click the check box to the left of CPE ID.

Note

Create dynamic groups via Device Management portlet

Procedure

Step 1 In the Device Management screen, enter the criteria in the Query field and click Find to produce the required
search results.
For information on how to use the Query field in the Device Management portlet, refer to Search for Multiple
Devices, on page 35

Step 2
Click the Add Dynamic Group icon located at the top right of the Query field (See Figure 5: Device
Management Portlet, on page 36).

Step 3 In the Add Group dialog box, add a name (mandatory) and description (optional) and click Apply.
This new dynamic or static group is added to the list of Groups in theOperations >Groups portlet. Clicking
on the group name opens up a viewing screen.

Edit dynamic groups via Device Management portlet

Procedure

Step 1 In the Device Management screen, click Groups on the right hand side.
Step 2 In the Query field, edit the query as required.

For information on how to use the Query field in the Device Management portlet, refer to Search for Multiple
Devices, on page 35

Step 3
In the list of groups on the right, select the arrow next to the dynamic group (indicated by ) that you want
to edit and from the drop-down list, select Set Query with Current.

Step 4 Click OK in the dialog box that appears.
Alternately, if you want to edit just the name and/or description, then selectEdit Details and make the required
changes.
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Create static groups via Device Management portlet

Procedure

Step 1 In the Device Management screen, enter the criteria in the Query field and click Find to produce the required
search results.

Step 2
Click the Add Static Group icon located to the right of the Search results (See Figure 5: Device
Management Portlet, on page 36).

Step 3 In the Add Group dialog box add a name (mandatory) and description (optional) and click Apply. This new
dynamic or static group is added to the list of Groups in the Operations > Groups portlet. Clicking on the
group name opens up a viewing screen.

Once a user selects , the server will calculate the static group only when it is saved. So for example, if
Search yields 1,000 devices and you click on "Select all devices" and "Save", you might expect that 1,000
devices will be in the group. However, if between the time of the search, and the time of the "Save" a device
left the group (or joined it) - the resulting static group will be different than the displayed search.

Edit static groups via Device Management portlet

Procedure

Step 1 In the Device Management screen, click Groups on the right hand side.
Step 2 In the list of groups on the right, select the arrow next to the static group (indicated by four squares) that you

want to edit and choose the required action from the drop-down list.
Step 3 ClickOK in the dialog box that appears after you have selected your choice. For example, let's say you want

to add some devices that belong to a different category than the ones defined in your static group.
a) First, run the new query in the Query field.
b) Next, select the devices that you want to add to your static group.
c) Click the arrow next to the required group and select Add Selected Devices.
d) Click OK in the dialog box that appears.

Create groups via Groups portlet
TheOperations >Groups portlet enables you to create device groups sharing specific software and hardware
characteristics. By default, all devices in your install base are grouped in the All group. Other pre-configured
groups are also part of the default setup. Note that you can create groups in this portlet based on TR-069
parameters. (This is unavailable in the Device Management portlet).

• Click CALCULATOR to update the number of devices in your install base that match this group's
criteria. The number under the Devices column refreshes. If you click on this number the Device
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Management screen opens with a list of the devices. This provides you with an opportunity, if necessary,
to edit the group criteria.

• Click EDIT to edit your group.

• Click DELETE to delete your group. However, it is not possible to delete a group if the group has batches
in a state other than Canceled, Completed, or Draft.

Procedure

Step 1 In the Groups portlet, click the Add button on the top right. The Add Group screen appears.
Step 2 Enter a name and description for the group and click the Criterion's '+' button. The New Criterion section

enables you to assign specific parameters or tags to the new group. Only devices with these parameters or
tags will belong to the group.

Step 3 In the Type drop-downmenu choose an option; for example, select Device Parameters. In the Name drop-down
menu select the parameter that will define the group; for example OUI. Next, select the required OUI value
and click on '>' to move it into the Available column. Click Save. You can add as many parameters as required.

Step 4 Click Save and Close at the bottom right of the screen to return to the list of groups. A gray box at the bottom
of the screen displays the group's criteria.

Create Workflow Templates
Workflow templates allow operators to create a list of common actions that can be reused during different
batch operations without having to manually configure each action for every batch. Instead, operators can
select the workflow template from the list of possible actions when creating a new batch process.

When creating a workflow template, you can specify that it also will be used as a quick action and assign
roles to designate which users can perform the action. Depending on the user, the quick action will appear in
the Quick Action portlet for relevant devices.

Procedure

Step 1 In the Operations >Workflow Templates portlet, click the plus icon. Enter a name and description for the
workflow template.

Step 2 (Optional) To create a quick action for the template, check the Create Quick Action checkbox. Enter a name
for the quick action and specify the device profiles to which it applies. The template will appear in theDevice
View > Quick Actions portlet for all devices with the associated device profile.

Step 3 Three other options can be configured for quick actions:

• The Block Policy field specifies whether the entire page, the portlet or only the URL for the specific
quick action is blocked until the quick action is completed. When only the URL is blocked, users can
perform other actions even though the progress indicator for the quick action is displayed.

• Relevant for Device Profiles specifies which of the device profiles in the drop-down list the template
is relevant for

• Relevant for Roles specifies which of the users in the drop-down list can perform the quick action.
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Step 4 To add a batch process action, click the plus icon and choose the action to perform. Specify any additional
information required for the action. For a list of batch process actions, refer to Batch Process Actions, on
page 46

Depending on the configuration of your Prime Home installation, some actions may not be visible.Note

Step 5 Click Save.

What are Configuration Sets?
Configuration sets enable operators to easily manage device configurations, such as what types of settings
and firmware images a device belonging to a specific group will receive.

Each configuration set contains a list of parameters and expected values that a device should receive upon
various triggers. The values will be configured to the device upon initial connection, and when any change
is made to the configuration set.

Each configuration set can be associated with multiple device groups. The device group defines which devices
will be getting the configuration values that are defined in the configuration set.

Configuration sets offer operators several advantages. Because configuration sets can be modified - you can
add new parameters to a configuration set or change the values of parameters at any time, and Prime Home
will automatically configure the new parameter or value to all devices in the device group. Additionally, new
devices added to a group will automatically receive the correct configurations.

You can also configure a parent-level set of configurations that are applied to all devices in a group, then
subsets of configurations for amore narrowly defined group of devices. An example for grandparent/parent/child
level configuration sets can be seen for devices in different areas of a larger geographic location. For example,
a "grandparent" configuration set for the New York metropolitan area, a "parent" set for New York City, and
a "child" for the borough of Manhattan.

How to set up Configuration Sets
DescriptionAction/Option

The configuration sets are numerically ordered
according to the priority that they are "run" on the
devices.

You can change the display order of the sets in the
screen by clicking on the arrow. If you want to change
their priority, you need to "drag and drop" the sets as
needed.

Priority

Actions (at Root Level)

Add a new configuration set and set it up as required.
See Create Configuration Sets , on page 43

Add New

Import configuration sets in addition to existing sets.Import
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DescriptionAction/Option

Export configuration sets. Note that export/import
options can be useful if you want to prepare your
settings on a staging system, and then copy them to
your production system.

Export

Import configuration sets that overwrite existing
configuration sets.

Replace All

Collapse or expand for viewing ease.Collapse/Expand All

Actions (at Parent level)

Add a new configuration subset and set it up as
required. See Create Configuration Sets , on page
43

Add Subset

Import child configuration set which overwrites
existing child configuration sets.

Replace Subset

Import configuration subsets in addition to existing
subsets.

Import Subsets

Copies the configuration set with all its settings so
you can create a new one based on the copied content.

Clone

Export configuration setsExport

Can enable or disable a set (and subsets). All subsets
of an inactive parent configuration set will also be
inactive by inheritance. However, an active parent
set can have both active and inactive subsets.

Activate/Deactivate

You can only delete a stand-alone configuration set
or a subset. You cannot delete a parent configuration
set that has subsets.

Delete

Create Configuration Sets
A parent level configuration set contains the configurations applied to all groups associated with the set. You
can also create subsets at the "child" or "grandchild" level; the device group will inherit all the configurations
from the "parent" level and the "grandparent" level if exists.
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Procedure

Step 1
In the left column of the Operations > Configuration Sets portlet, select Actions > Add New for a
parent level configuration set, or right-click on the parent and selectAdd Subset for a child level configuration
set.

Step 2 Assign the configuration set a unique name and optional description. Note that these can be edited later.
Step 3 (Optional) Move the configuration (sub)set to a different parent or to a stand alone level. In the Inheritance

From field, click the Edit icon, select the required set or stand alone (None) level and click OK.
Step 4 Associate the configuration set with one or more groups. In the Associated Groups area, select one or more

groups from the drop down list and then click OK.

• You can choose one or more groups in the same action. A device will receive the configurations in the
configuration set only if it belongs to all groups in the pairing.

• You can create two or more rows of groups associated with the configuration set. A device receives the
configurations if it belong to all groups in either row of groups.

Step 5 Assign parameter values to the configuration set. For each parameter:
a) In the Configuration tab, select Actions > Add New.
b) In the Parameter field, specify the parameter to add to the configuration set, define the parameter's value,

and then click OK.
c) (Optional) Select Run Separately. When enabled, each parameter will be executed in a separate SPV

command so that its success is not dependent on other parameters.
The Inheritance field shows whether this is a parent level configuration set or a subset that "inherits" the
definitions from the parent level.

Step 6 (Optional) Turn on notifications for one or more parameters in the configuration set. When notification is
activated, the device sends a notification to the ACS when a parameter's value is updated:
a) In the Notifications tab, select Actions > Add New.
b) In the Parameter field, specify the parameter, define the notification value, and then click OK. Values

are:

• Off: no notification (default)

• Passive: notification sent the next time the device connects

• Active: notification sent immediately

Step 7 To add firmware images to the configuration set, in the File Management tab, select Actions > Add New,
select the file to add to the configuration set, and then click OK.
You can specify more than one file. However, you should reorder them according to priority. When two or
more files are included in the configuration set, Prime Home downloads the files in the order they are listed
in the tab, beginning with No. 1.

The FileManagement tab is only supported in specific customized setups.Note
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Create Batch Processes
The Operations > Batch Processing portlet enables you to define and schedule batch processes on a group
of devices.

Procedure

Step 1 Click the Add link. Enter a name and description for the batch process.
Step 2 From the Group drop-down menu, select the group on which you would like to run the batch process. When

applying a batch process to several groups, you can select all groups, then exclude specific groups from the
process.

Step 3 By default, the batch process is event based and will be triggered the first or next time the device connects to
Prime Home or initializes. To change the trigger, click Change. A dialog box appears with the following
additional options:

• Event based: Select Settings to change the event settings. To configure the batch action to retry the batch
process upon failure, check theRetry on Failure checkbox and specify the maximum number of retries.
You can also add or delete events that trigger the batch.

Using the Retry on Failure option ensures that Prime Home will re-attempt the batch process
in instances in which the batch process failed because it was triggered by a reboot.

Note

• Time based: This option provides a calendar to select the date and time for the batch to run. It also
provides the option to repeat the batch run on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis.

• Apply Only Once: This option runs the batch on each device only once in case of success.

• Immediate: This option runs the batch immediately after submitting it.

Select your preference and click Apply.
Step 4 (If enabled) If you scheduled a time-based batch, you can configure Prime Home to send a notification upon

successful completion of the batch process. In theMail Recipients field, type the email address of one or
more recipients of the notification, separated by a semicolon. If, instead, you want to disable notification,
uncheck the notification Enable checkbox.

Step 5 In the Actions area, choose the action to perform. Specify any additional information required for the action.
For a complete list of actions, refer to Batch Process Actions, on page 46

Step 6 To add additional actions to the batch operation, click the plus icon. When defining multiple actions, you can
change their order of execution within the batch process using the up or down arrows.

Step 7 Use the Filtering option to specify a specific time frame for running the batch operation. This helps you
control the load on the system.

Step 8 Use the Throttling option to set the execution rate of scheduled batches; that is, how many devices are
processed by the batch engine per hour.

Step 9 Click Save to save the batch operation (without running it) and return to the list of processes. Alternatively,
click Save and Submit to save the batch operation and begin running it.
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Batch Process Actions
The following Actions can be used when creating batch processes. Note that not all Actions may be available
according to customer and version specifications.

DescriptionAction

Adds an additional instance to a TR-069 multi-instance parent object. For example,
add a port mapping rule instance to the
InternetGatewayDevice.WANDevice.4.WANConnectionDevice.4.WANIPConnection.4.PortMapping
parameter, which defines how the router should handle a packet arriving from theWAN
connection at a pre-defined port in either TCP or UDPX.

Add Object

Assigns devices to specified domains. This is useful for assigning users groups with
these domains for better division of labor.

Assign device
domain

Maps the topology of the customer install base to allow for Cross-Device Alerts featueAssign device
topology group

Adds or removes a device tagAttach /remove
device tag

Performs a backup of device configuration settings.Backup Online
Device

Removes the AMS sample from the device.Clear AMS sample

Removes the assigned QoS profile from the device.Clear QOS profile

Enables you to perform a set of CLI commands remotely. Applicable to supporting
gateways only.

CLI Commands

Enables or disables the Debug Log collection from STBs.Enable Debug Log
Collection

Resets the device to its factory defaults as per TR-69 standards.Factory Reset

Resets the device to its factory defaults for specific devices only.Factory Reset to
Default Values

Restore's STB to default values but user's DVR records remain in the systemFactory Reset to
Default Values
Retain Recording

Downloads fileFile download

Uploads fileFile Upload

Firmware upgradeFirmware Upgrade

Prepares the hard disk for its initial use.Format Disk
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DescriptionAction

Retrieves a specific TR-069 parameter's value from the gateway. Write the beginning
of the parameter name and a drop-down list appears with all the possible options. Click
the '+' button to retrieve additional parameter values.

Get Parameter
Value

Retrieves a TR-069 "parent" parameter and all the "child" parameter names and values
listed underneath it. Note that choosing this option deletes the history and may result
in loss of data. Applicable for certain parameters in STBs only.

Get Parameter
names and values

Marks a new device and tags it for inclusion in the backup processMark as "requires
backup"

On an STB, this resets the settings but retains the records. On a gateway, this resets the
settings but retains the wireless settings.

Partial Factory
Reset

Adds the default QoS profile to a device.Reapply QoS
profile

Reboots the device.Reboot

Removes object.Remove object

Sends SPA, SPV, GPV, GPNV to new device.Send Device
Command
Workflow

Sends Configuration Sets and device profiles settings to new devices.Send Device
Configuration
Workflow

Sets the Debug Log URL to send the debugging information to.Set Debug Log
Details

Sets the value change in the Triggering section via the parameter name. Select a parent
parameter to retrieve all the values. For example - set this field such that when the
software version is changed, all devices data models are updated.

Rediscover
parameter tree on
value change

Assign AMS sample to several devicesSet Device AMS
Sample

Configures a trigger for the gateway to notify Prime Home of a change in a parameter's
value. This can be Active, Passive, or Off.

Set Notification

Configures a specific TR-069 parameter's value. Select this action to add text fields for
entering the parameter's name and its new value. Additional parameter values can be
configured by clicking the '+' button.

Set Parameter
Value

Enables setting a Qos Profile to a deviceSet QoS Profile
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Run and Monitor Batch Processes
You run or monitor batch processes after you create them through theOperations >Batch Processing portlet.
The portlet contains a search filter that allows you to search for a batch process by name, group, events,
time-based, owner, or actions. The process state can be draft, pending, running, paused, completed, canceled,
failed or ALL.

After a batch is submitted, other actions become available. TheOperations column in the Batch Processing
portlet allows you to pause, resume, or cancel a batch operation.

You can also delete a batch operation even after it has been submitted.

To view information regarding a batch operation, click the link for the batch. This opens a page that provides
statistics and job execution details, including the success rate, and the number of devices and runs that were
affected by the batch process (where relevant). You can click the appropriate button in the Batch Status area
to run, pause, or cancel the batch operation.

For recurring batches, there is an additional combo box that displays statistics for previous batch executions.
For example, for a daily batch you could use the combo box to see statistics on the same batch execution from
two days ago.
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Total runs refer to the number of times the process was run (whether on a single device or multiple devices).Note

Figure 6: Batch Processing

To view detailed information for the devices in the batch, click the pie chart in theJob Execution Details
area. This takes you to the Operations > Device Management page with the relevant devices.

Edit Batch Process
Once you create a batch process, you can edit it in any state, but you cannot change the trigger type on a batch
that already has been submitted.

To edit or view details for a batch process, in the list of batches in theOperations >Batch Processing portlet,
click the edit icon for the appropriate batch process. Make the necessary changes and click Save.

You can edit the following fields based on the trigger type or status:

• Event-based: Name, Description, Group/Excluded Groups, Default Event Options, Filtering, Actions.

• Time-based: Name, Description, Notified Users, Notification Enabled
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• Completed/cancelled/ failed batch: Name, Description

Upgrade a Group of Devices
Below are the steps to upgrade a group of devices in one batch job.

• Step One - Find relevant devices. See Search for Multiple Devices, on page 35

• Step Two - Create a group of devices. See Create Groups , on page 38

• Step Three - Define a firmware file. See Define Configuration Files and Firmware Images, on page 37

• Step Four - Define a batch process. See Create Batch Processes, on page 45

• Step Five - Run the batch process. See Run and Monitor Batch Processes, on page 48

How To Label Devices for Easy Identification
In addition to the ability to add a tag to an individual device in the Device View portlet, you can also add tags
to multiple devices. The following steps show you how to create and apply tags.

Step One - Create a tag. See Create Device Tags, on page 50

Step Two - Apply the tag. See Add/Remove Tags to Multiple Devices, on page 51

Create Device Tags
The Operations > Tags portlet displays both system tags and Operator defined tags that can be added to
devices and groups of devices. Tagging helps you easily identify devices and groups of devices.

Procedure

Step 1 Click the plus icon in the Tags screen. An Add Tags field is displayed.
Step 2 Add a tag name. You can also use the dropper on the left to choose a color for your new tag.
Step 3 Choose either to make the tag visible (that is, searchable) or hidden. Note that certain tags are used by internal

workflows and should not be used by the CSR.
Step 4 Click OK. The new tag is added to the display list. You can edit or delete this tag at any time.
Step 5 Click on the Calculator icon to display the number of devices that are associated with this tag.

Now, you can add the tag either to a single device as shown in this section Apply Tags to Devices, on page
18 or to several devices as shown in this section Add/Remove Tags to Multiple Devices, on page 51.

Deleting tags is not
recommended.

Note
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Add/Remove Tags to Multiple Devices
The option to add or remove tags to multiple devices is located in the Search Results area of the Device
Management screen. This option allows you to further identify devices within a group.

Procedure

Step 1 Perform a search for devices.
Step 2 In the Search Results of the Device Management screen, select the required device(s).

Click Select all devices to select all the devices listed on multiple pages. To select only those devices listed
on the page on the screen, click the check box to the left of CPE ID. Alternatively, select one or two devices
by clicking only their check boxes.

Step 3 To the right of the Search Results field, click the tag option. The Attach/Remove Tags window appears.
Step 4 Select the required tags and click the arrow to move into the next column. Make sure you have selected Attach

or Remove above as required.
Step 5 Click Apply. Note that in order to see the results reflected on the screen, you need to click Find.

How to Back up, Restore, and Clone
The ability to back up settings, clone them and restore settings from backup is an optional feature and is
configuration dependant. Prime Home can retrieve up-to-date settings of various configuration items (such
as wireless configuration,WAN, port mapping, and so on.), and store the configuration in its database. Backup
takes place automatically after one of the following trigger events:

• Firmware Upgrade

• Changes carried out by Prime Home user

• Changes carried out in NBI

In addition, you can choose to back up the device settings any time by clicking the Backup Now option.

At any stage in the future, you can choose to restore the configuration settings from any of your saved backups.
This may be useful during customer calls reporting certain issues that can best be fixed by rolling back to a
'safer' version.

Restore can be carried out manually by clicking on the rounded arrow icon and following the instructions.
You will see a success message following a successful rollback and, in addition, a message will also appear
in the Logs.

This feature is for supporting device types only.Note
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Clone Configuration from a Backup
You can clone configuration settings from one device to another or you can clone a backup and put it onto
another device. This can be useful for new device setup. Always make sure to clone from a compatible device!

Procedure

Step 1 Navigate to Device View > Backup & Restore.
Step 2 Click on the Clone icon on the right of the required backup version.
Step 3 In the Target Device ID in the pop-up window, enter the CPE ID of the device you want to clone onto. (To

see a list of CPE IDs - perform a search in theOperations > Device Management screen.) Click Search and
the device is displayed.

Step 4 ClickApply and wait a fewminutes. A success message appears at the top of the screen following a successful
rollback.

Step 5 Navigate to the Activity Logs for the confirmation message which contains more details.

Clone from Current Device

Procedure

Step 1 Click on the Clone From option on the top right of the screen.
Step 2 Type in the CPE ID of the device that you want to clone onto. (To see a list of CPE IDs - perform a search in

the Operations > Device Management screen). Click Search and the device is displayed.
Step 3 Click Apply and wait a few minutes. A success message appears following a successful clone procedure.
Step 4 Navigate to the Activity Log portlet to see a confirmation message with more details.

Restore Configuration
You can choose to restore the configuration settings from any of your saved backups at any given time. This
may be useful during customer calls reporting issues that can best be fixed by rolling back to a 'safer' version.
Restore can be carried out by clicking on the rounded arrow icon to the right of the backup and following the
instructions. A success message appears following a successful restore and, in addition, a message appears
in the Logs.

Detect Problems across Several Devices (Cross-Device Alerts)
You can detect problems that are persistent across many devices and use this information for more effective
troubleshooting. The Cross-Device Alerts portlet displays alerts when Prime Home detects problems by
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cross-referencing numerous devices in a certain area. For example, when a substantial number of devices
experience connectivity issues, the problem is most likely regional, and an alert is issued providing the relevant
information. This portlet displays alerts issued in the past 90 days, and refreshes every minute.

This feature requires custom integration with the Service Provider and therefore may not be available on
your system.

Note

View Device Statistics
The Statistics tab in the Prime Home GUI provides the Administrator with a visual display of important
statistical information for analysis and other purposes.

The New Devices portlet under the Statistics tab displays new devices added to the Prime Home management
system - by hour/day/week/month in a bar graph format. Clicking on a bar takes you the Device Management
screen where a full list of devices for this bar's criterion is displayed.

The Device Distribution portlet under the Statistics tab displays connected devices according to the following
criteria: type/manufacturer/software version/tags. Clicking on a slice of a pie chart redirects you to the Device
Management portlet where a full list of devices for this sector is displayed.

View Device Operations
The Device View > Device Operations portlet displays the following types of information for the selected
device (gateway or STB), according to the selected tab:

• Groups: groups associated with the device.

• Batches: batch processes associated with the device, including the current state of the batch operation.

• Configuration Sets: list of configuration sets that the device has been provisioned with.

• Configuration: full and complete list of parameters taken from all configuration sets and system defaults
that are applied to this specific device.

• Notification: parameters provisioned to the device, the type of notification sent to the ACS when a
parameter's value is updated, and the source of the configuration (device profile or configuration set).
If the notification is passive, notification is sent the next time the device connects; if it is active,
notification is sent immediately.

• Firmware Images: list of software images

To view more detailed information about a specific group or batch process, click the relevant group or batch's
link.

View Software Releases
You can view software modules installed on gateway devices and all other external devices connected to the
gateway, via the Software Inventory portlet located under Device View for the specific gateway.
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This is supported on specific gateways only.

Configure TR-069 Parameters (Gateway and STB)
TR-069 is a remote management protocol, defined by the Broadband Forum. Prime Home uses TR-069 to
communicate and configure its client devices. In return, the deployed devices update the Prime Home database
with their current state. This two-way communication between the management system and its deployed
devices is the very foundation of the entire system concept.

The Device View > Parameters portlet enables CSR level 2 and above to access and configure the device's
parameters. The search function's auto-completion feature provides an easy method of searching for a specific
parameter. For example, enter "interval" in the search field, and select
InternetdeviceDevice.ManagementServer.PeriodicInformInterval.

Note that the left column indicates the parameter's location in the TR-069 tree formation. Some TR-069
parameters are writable. You can edit the value by clicking the Edit button, changing the value, and clicking
Apply. Additional details displayed in this section include:

• Updated: The time since the value's last update.

• Description: A description of the TR-069 parameter.

• Type: The type of the parameter, for example, string, unsigned int, IP address, and so on.

• Notification: The trigger for the device to notify Prime Home of a change in the parameter's value. This
can be:

• Active: The notification is sent immediately after the parameter is changed.

• Passive: The notification is sent the next time the device connects to Prime Home.

• Off - No notification.

You can clickRetrieve, orRetrieve Sub-treewhere relevant, to display the most up-to-date parameter values
from the device.

The Recently Viewed section displays a list of the TR-069 parameters that you have viewed, with links for
viewing them again.

Define AMS Samples (STB)
The Operations user can configure STBs to provide Audience Measurement System (AMS) samples. These
samples provide useful statistics on user activity, which can then be analyzed for further sales and marketing
purposes. Each STB is assigned to a single sample.

The samples are created in the Operations > AMS Samples portlet.

The following parameters are available for each AMS sample:

DescriptionName

Sample group that the STB belongs to. Note that 0 means that AMS sampling is
disabled.

Sample ID
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DescriptionName

Logs a program that the user watched - if it falls within the time frame set by this
parameter.

MinimumLiveViewing
Duration

Logs a playback event that the user watched - if it falls within the time frame set
by this parameter.

Minimum Playback
Duration

Logs a speed change event - if it falls within the time frame set by this parameter.Minimum Speed
Change Duration

Defines the class of events that the AMS should log.Event Classes ID

Defines when the AMS feature forwards its data to the headend. This can be either
time based or event based.

Forward Method

Defines how often the AMS feature forwards its data. This can either be based on
a time interval or a set number of events.

Forward Recurrence

Defines randomization depth.Forward Randomization

Period of time after which the feature times out and does not send data.Forward Timeout

Defines the AMS Proxy URLForward URL

Determines whether AMS will connect to the AMS Proxy even if there is no data.Forward If Empty
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C H A P T E R  8
Administrative Tasks

• Manage Prime Home Users, page 57

• Manage Prime Home User Groups, page 57

• Add Roles, Assign Permissions and Associate them with Users, page 57

• View Audit Logs, page 58

Manage Prime Home Users
User accounts can be added to Prime Home authentication of predefined users from an LDAP server.

User permissions are determined by the role that is assigned to the user (or the user group). A role is a definition
of permissions that determine which of the Web interface’s functionality (tabs and portlets) are presented to
the user.

Users authenticated from an LDAP server are commonly added in groups. It is advisable to manage users in
groups, and assign a role to a group, rather than to a single user.

Adding Users is carried out via the Administration > Users portlet.

Manage Prime Home User Groups
Adding groups of users from an LDAP server is performed at initial Prime Home setup. However, you can
also create groups of users manually, according to your needs.

Creating User Groups is carried out through the Administration > User Groups portlet. Note that after you
create a User Group, you need to populate it with Users, using Actions / Assign Members.

Add Roles, Assign Permissions and Associate them with Users
Prime Home has four predefined roles by default and new roles can be added via theAdministration >Roles
portlet if necessary. In addition, permissions to perform different activities via different portlets can also be
added or removed from different roles. These roles can then be associated with users or user groups.
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Procedure

Step 1 In the Administration > Roles portlet, click Add and fill in the details to create a new role.
Step 2 Click the Actions button next to your chosen role and select Define Permissions.
Step 3 In the Role's details screen, in the Add Permissions drop-down menu, select the required actions to add to the

role.
Step 4 Click Save.
Step 5 Click the Actions button next to this role and select Assign Members.
Step 6 Either select Users or User Groups and then click on Available to populate the screen.
Step 7 Select the required Users or User Group and click Update Associations. The role is now assigned to the

User/User Group.

View Audit Logs
The Administrator can view and monitor other Users' actions in the Audit Log portlet.
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C H A P T E R  9
Reports

• Running Reports, page 59

Running Reports
Prime Home users who have the required permissions can run reports.

Prime Home includes a package of built-in reports and statistics providing the service provider extensive
visibility over his install base. Using these reports the service provider can identify trends in the network and
proactively address impairments. Prime Home's reporting tool provides an intuitive, yet sophisticated, interface
allowing users (for example, 'Operations' department) to both customize built-in reports and generate new
reports (aka 'Ad-hoc' reports) based on the aggregated device data. Prime Home's comprehensive report tool
facilitates creation and customization of reports upon need. These reports can be viewed and exported to a
variety of formats including HTML, DHTML, PDF, Excel, XML, RTF, CSV, and PostScript.

Prime Home's reports can be classified into three categories:

• Static reports - Reports that cannot be modified by the operator. The layout and data to be included are
defined at report design time only. (Note that the dataset used to populate the report can change each
time the report is run).

• Dynamic reports - Reports that can be modified by the end user. The layout and data to be included are
defined at report design time but can also be modified at runtime by the operator. Dynamic reports can
be modified using parameters, DHTML functionality, or web controls.

• Ad Hoc - Reports that are built from scratch and can be modified at runtime by the operator.

The following predefined reports are included:

DescriptionReport Name

Includes information and statistics regarding the device distribution of the
service provider's install base. The distribution criteria include the following
categories: Type, Manufacturer, HW and SW versions.

Distribution

Includes information regarding recently failed provisioning events. For example,
new devices that were unsuccessfully provisioned to Prime Home during the
last 24 hours.

Provisioning Failures
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DescriptionReport Name

Lists the devices that are connected to PrimeHome, but do not have provisioning
parameters configured.

Not-Provisioned Devices

Shows device registration trend over time: i.e. the list of devices that were
registered to Prime Home within the selected time frame (e.g. last 30 days),
with a graph showing the number of registered devices per day.

New Devices

Shows the list of devices on which the batch was executed and the completion
status of the batch for each device.

Batch Status

Shows list of devices that do not respond to Prime Home's session initiation.Failed Connection Request

Shows list of devices that do not initiate a periodic inform as expected.Missed Periodic Inform

Includes statistics and information on devices that successfully or unsuccessfully
updated their firmware software within a defined time frame.

Remote Update Report Set

Includes information on device management activities performed by Prime
Home users such as restore to factory default, reboot, and so on.

User Activity Log

Includes information and statistics regarding recent device alerts identified by
Prime Home (usually during 'Periodic Inform'); the report contains a list of the
top devices experiencing the maximum number of problems.

Device Failures

Shows information about a select firmware upgrade's batch, including overall
statistics and per-device status

Software Upgrade Report

Shows SCR (support call reduction) events that occurred on themanaged devices
within a given time frame

SCR Alerts
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A P P E N D I X  A
Appendix

• Gateway Alerts, page 61

• STB Alerts, page 63

Gateway Alerts
The following Alerts are available for Gateway devices.

Alert DescriptionAlert Name

Firewall

High Security LevelHigh Security Level

Low Security LevelLow Security Level

WAN

IP connection is disabledDisabled IP Connection

IP connection is disconnectedDisconnected IP Connection

IP connection is staticStatic IP Connection

Disabled NAT for Routed IPDisabled NAT for Routed IP

IP Connection DNS is disabledDisabled DNS

IP Connection is not configured to use automatic DNS servers provisioningOverriden DNS

Duplex mode different than AutoDuplex Mode

CPE is configured to a restricted browsing modeLimited Connectivity

Too many WAN disconnectionsUnstable WAN connection

There are too many open connectionsExcessive number of IP
connections

Downstream channels have low SNRLow SNR
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Downstream channels have high powerHigh Downstream Power

Upstream channels have low (high) powerHigh Upstream Power / Low
Upstream Power

Wireless

Insufficient security level is used in a wireless networkInsufficient security level

Weak encryption algorithm is used in a wireless networkWeak encryption algorithm

MAC Filtering is enabled in a wireless networkMAC Filtering Enabled

All wireless networks are disabledWireless is disabled

Wireless channel <x> is saturatedSaturated channel

All wireless networks are hidden. The user will have to manually enter the
network name in order to join

No visible wireless network

Some of the wireless devices are experiencing low signal strengthLow Wireless Signal Strength

Excessive number of devices are connected to the wireless, suggesting a
possible security breach

Excessive number of connected
devices

Provisioning

CPE was not successfully provisioned. Default service settings might be
misconfigured.

Provisioning failure

System Health

CPE experiences frequent restartsFrequent Restarts

CPE is missing periodic inform in the last 24 hoursNo periodic inform

Free available memory is running lowLow available memory

CPE experiences abnormal terminationsAbnormal termination

Device has a software version which is not recommendedSoftware version - not
recommended

Capacity of attached storage device is lowLow storage capacity

User had errors in the self care portal in the last 24HUser Error in the last 24H

SCR

First time installation was triggered at <x>First time installation was
triggered in the last 24H

Cable disconnect was triggered at <x>Cable disconnect was triggered
in the last 24H

Cable modem disconnect was triggered at <x>Cable modem disconnect was
triggered in the last 24H

QOS

QoS Profile was not applied successfully to deviceQoS Profile out of sync
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Device does not have QoS profile associated with itNo QoS profile

QoS profile associated with device is inactiveQoS profile inactive

QoS Profile associated with device has changed since it was last appliedQos Profile updated

QoS Profile associated with device has been deletedQos Profile deleted

STB Alerts
The following alerts are available for the Set-Top Box.

Alert DescriptionAlert Name

AV

HDMI not connectedHDMI Connection Fault

Incompatible TV. TV Model is in a list of
unsupported models

TV incompatible with some features

HDCP not AuthorizedHDCP Fault

RF

Tuner signal issueRF-Tuners - locking problem

Tuner signal issueLow signal quality

Tuner signal issueHigh signal strength

Tuner signal issueLow signal strength

HDD Errors

HDD ErrorsHDD Errors

High hard disk temperature in the past 24HHigh HDD Temperature

PVR

Failed Recordings in the past 24HFailed recordings

PDL

<x> errors in the last 24h<x> errors in the last 24h

OSD

OSD Error Messages in the past 24HOSD Error Messages

VOD

VOD Errors in the past 24HVOD Failures

System Health

CPE experiences frequent restartsFrequent restarts
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Connectivity

Connectivity problem with AMS proxy serverConnectivity problem AMS proxy server

Connectivity problem with App store serverConnectivity problem App store server

Connectivity problem with Authentication serverConnectivity problem Authentication server

Connectivity problem with CMDC serverConnectivity problem CMDC server

Connectivity problem with Image serverConnectivity problem image server

Connectivity problem with Content store serverConnectivity problem content store server

Connectivity problem with MDS serverConnectivity problem MDS server

Connectivity problem with PS serverConnectivity problem PS server

Connectivity problem with TMS serverConnectivity problem TMS server

Connectivity problem with VOD pump serverConnectivity problem VOD pump server

Connectivity problem with VOD SRM serverConnectivity problem VOD SRM server

WiFi dongle has disconnected in the last <x> HDisconnected WiFi Dongle

Some of the wireless devices are experiencing low
signal strength

Low Wireless Signal Strength

Settings

A parameter has been changed by a user in the last
<x> H

Parameter changed in the last 24H
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